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ABSTRACT

• Matrix analysis: SVD, PCA and eigen-decomposition;
Page-rank, HITS; sparse decompositions and CUR;
Co-clustering.

Coevolving streams of numerical measurements, as well as
time evolving graphs, can well be represented as tensors.
Here we review the fundamental matrix and tensors tools for
the analysis and mining of large scale streams and graphs.

• Tensor analysis: Parafac; Tucker Model (Tucker 1 and
PCA; Tucker 2 and Tensor PCA; Tucker 3 and Highorder SVD); Other models (Combination of PARAFAC
and Tucker; DEDICOM).

Categories and Subject Descriptors

Part II - Applications

H.2 [Database Management]

• Software: Issues: Scalability, Accuracy, Sparsity.

General Terms

• Case studies: Sensor networks; Machine monitoring;
Internet forensic computing; Social network analysis;
Web graph study.

Algorithms, Performance
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Data Mining, Tensors, Streams

Researchers who want to get up to speed with the major
tools in stream mining, graph mining. Also, practitioners
who want a concise, intuitive overview of the state of the
art.
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DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES

How can we find patterns in sensor streams (eg., a sequence of temperatures, water-pollutant measurements, or
machine room measurements)? How can we mine Internet
traffic graph over time? Further, how can we make the process incremental? We review the state of the art in four
related fields: (a) numerical analysis and linear algebra (b)
multi-linear/tensor analysis (c) graph mining and (d) stream
mining. We will present both theoretical results and algorithms as well as case studies on several real applications.
Our emphasis is on the intuition behind each method, and
on guidelines for the practitioner.
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CONTENT AND OUTLINE

Part I - Fundamentals
• Data model - Fundamental concepts: Time series; Matrices Tensors.
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